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1 Ton Electric Chain Hoist 2000 lbs.
82 ft lifting height 220V 3 Phase
Wireless
Key features

3 Year Warranty, Customer Support and Service in the USA

The Prowinch Electric Chain Hoist is designed to be both lightweight and powerful. The aluminum housing is designed to be strong and provide cover with weather
protection IP54.

The double electromagnetic brake system will ensure safety and reliability.

Additionally this unit may be used both ways, normal and upside down, the chain exit is located so this feature won interfere with its use.

The main feature of this Chain Hoist is the Wireless Linking Feature, you can add virtually unlimited hoists to a channel group and control them simultaneously or
individually. With our professional Wireless Control Systems, you can create groups and control them all from the same place.

Prowinch Electric Chain Hoist
All of our Electric Chain Hoists are created with the goal of offering the best price–performance ratio. Key components such as lifespan factors are constantly tested
and improved in order to offer the best product for the price.

Key Components
All internal components have been upgraded to meet the highest quality standards. Key electronic components are produced by American or German brands, and we
use American-made lubricants to ensure the lifespan of gears and reducers. Final assembly and all tests are performed in the US before shipping to ensure that every
unit meets the corresponding standard.

Duty Classification
Duty  Classification  is  a  key  factor  when  choosing  the  right  unit.  These  H4  hoists  are  suitable  for  high-volume  handling  in  steel  warehouses,  machine  shops,
fabricating plants and mills, and foundries. For uniformly distributed work periods, the hoists have 50% max. operational time per hour and can handle up to 300
starts per hour. When being used for infrequent work periods, the hoist can be operated for 30 minutes from a cold start with up to 300 starts per hour. Operational
time ratings are calculated at a 65% load factor, as per ASME HST-1-2012.

Control System
This electric chain hoist comes standard with an industrial wireless remote control and a pendant control. The length of the pendant control is 4 feet less than the
lifting height, which allows it to be easily operated from ground-level.

Braking System
The electromagnetic brake system is tested at 125% of the hoist capacity and is designed to automatically engage immediately upon any loss of power.
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Technical Specifications
Rated Load Capacity 2200 lbs / 1000 kg Insulation Grade F

Number of Speeds 1 Speed IEC Motor Protection IP55

Voltage 3 Phase 220~240V 60Hz Control Wireless

FCC ID WTX20X04015023E Emergency Stop Yes

Motor Brake Yes Warranty 3 Year


